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A: I see nothing wrong with your JavaScript function. I'd think that you would want to be explicit in the structure of the function and avoid the flexibility of your current naming convention. function toggle(e) { var element = e.target || e.srcElement; // do the magic ... } Anyway, you might
want to investigate event bubbling, event forwarding, and event delegation. These techniques can make event handling much easier and avoid polluting the global namespace. Edit: the reason I'm a bit wary is that, given the way you define the event listener in your JavaScript, it isn't
possible to tell what the return value of the listener will be. So you may end up overwriting all the other elements on the page rather than just the element in question. This might get even more confusing in other browsers: IE has the "natural" behavior where events propagate from the
event source to the target, but FF may do differently. So make sure you understand how it behaves with each browser and how you want it to behave. Angel's Intermediate IOPE Digital Voice Recorder Description The Angel is a portable audio recorder that has built in digital miking
technology, and a headphone jack for easy listening. The Angel is compact, lightweight and ultra portable. Equipped with a 1/3" minijack, it allows you to connect to any stereo system and record multiple sources simultaneously, allowing you to capture ideas and mixes on location.
Recordings are stored on the Angel's memory card, and can be transferred or burned to CD, MP3 or MP4 files, allowing you to listen, copy and share. Available in four models, the Angel can be used for personal or professional recording. All models have a built in mike, and a foldable stand,
and a clear sound quality and 5 mega-pixel true HD camera. Recording formats include SD, SDHC, SDXC, SDHC XC, and MP4. The HDMI output allows for high definition recordings and for playing back on HDMI equipped TVs and monitors. Specs 2.5" HD video camera 3" full-color LCD
screen Dual mic connections Tripple-mic, dual ADC inputs Dual record/playback controls 2 GB internal memory, expandable to 32GB SD/SDHC 6d1f23a050
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